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Photography Packages
-all photography packages include a download/disc of the high resolution image collection.

Limited Coverage - $1,950
-Up to 6 hours of wedding day photography by Beth. Coverage typically begins before the ceremony and continues through beginning of the reception.
Images are edited and released to a private online viewing gallery.
Standard Coverage - $2,600
- Up to 8 hours of wedding day photography by Beth. Coverage typically
begins during preparations and continues through the reception. Images are
edited and released to a private online viewing gallery.
Deluxe Coverage - $3,200
- Up to 8 hours of wedding day photography by Beth and a second photographer. Second shooters are suggested for weddings with a large number of
guests (over 200) or to cover multiple preparation locations for the bride and
groom.
Unlimited Coverage - $4,500
- Unlimited coverage of the entire wedding weekend. Beth will photograph all
planned events (Bridal Luncheon, Rehearsal Dinner, etc). A second shooter
will be utilized on the wedding day only (additional $75/hr for other events).

Coverage Additions
Engagement Session - $300- An hour-long shoot at the client’s preferred location to include couple publicity headshots (for announcements) and a variety
of natural shots of the couple. Images are selected and edited into an Image
Collection (100+ images) and released to a private online viewing gallery.
(Travel fees may be incurred outside the triangle area).
Bridal Session - $350
- An hour-long shoot at the client’s preferred location to include bride publicity headshots (for announcements) and a variety of natural shots and portraits
of the bride. Images are selected and edited into an Image Collection (100+
images) and released to a private online viewing gallery. (Travel fees may be
incurred outside the triangle area).
Publicity Headshots - $100
- A half-hour session at photographer’s preferred location to capture headshots
of couple together or bride alone for use in newspapers and announcements.
Planned Events - $325/hr
- Coverage of wedding related events, such as rehearsal dinners, golf outings
and bridal luncheons, can be covered at $325 per hour and edited into an Image Collection.

Cinematography Packages
Ceremony Only Coverage - $700
- Up to 2 hours of wedding day cinematography coverage with HD digital SLR
video. Footage is edited into an artful short film set to music. Full ceremony and
toasts with audio are included if they occur within coverage timeframe.
- 2 copies of the DVD are provided to the client.
Half-Day Coverage - $1,500
- Up to 4 hours of wedding day cinematography coverage with HD digital SLR
video. Footage is edited into an artful short film set to music. Full ceremony and
toasts with audio are included if they occur within coverage timeframe.
- 2 copies of the DVD are provided to the client.
Standard Coverage - $2,600
- Up to 8 hours of wedding day cinematography coverage is captured with HD
digital SLR video and edited into an artful short film. Full ceremony and toasts
with audio are included if they occur within coverage timeframe.
- DVD includes custom interactive menu with chapters.
- 4 copies of the DVD are provided to the client.
Deluxe Coverage - $3,200
- Up to 8 hours of wedding day ciematography coverage by Beth and a second
videographer. This package allows for multiple angles and simultaneous coverage
for a more complete film. The captured footage is edited into an artful short film
and set to music. Full ceremony and toasts with complete audio are included.
- DVD includes custom interactive menu with chapters.
- 4 copies of the DVD are provided to the client.

Coverage Additions
Raw Footage DVD - $700 (Half-Day Coverage - $300)
- Uncut footage is included for client on USB Drive for additional storage and
viewing of all wedding footage captured.
DVD Copies - $50
- One additional copy of wedding film dvd.
Web Version - $200
- Edited highlight film is uploaded for online viewing on a password protected
site. Compressed file is also available for upload to social networking sites. This
option is a great way to share your wedding with those unable to attend.
Rehearsal Dinner Toasts - $250
- One to two hours of coverage at the rehearsal dinner to incorporate toasts from
the night before the wedding. Footage and audio captured will be used in the
wedding film and/or included as an additional chapter.

Image Proofing
Hi-Resolution Download/DVD -Wedding Image Collection - one download/disc is included in each coverage.
-Additional discs $50
(Your entire image collection with a shared copyright for personal unlimited
printing, sharing, and duplicating)

Proof Books - $300
(Every image in your collection printed in a 7x7 hard or soft cover book with
image reference numbers. A helpful tool for selecting wedding book images
and for taking your entire wedding day image collection on-the-go)

Proof Prints - $450
(The images from your collection printed as 4x6 or 5x5 prints with image numbers dislpayed on the back of each print.)

Online Proofs - Included in every coverage
(Your image collection displayed in an online gallery and made available for
sharing and print ordering.)

Print Options
All prints are personally color corrected and enhanced by Beth. Images are
custom printed on lustre paper and are available in full bleed. Beth inspects
all prints to ensure you receive the highest quality.
3.5x5..................$4.00
4x6 ....................$6.00
5x7 ....................$9.00
8x10 ................$16.00
8x12 ................$19.00

8x8 ..................$16.00
11x14 ..............$27.00
12x12 ..............$32.00
12x18 ..............$38.00
16x20 ..............$50.00

Specialty Prints
Mounted Prints
Image printed on fine art paper and mounted on gator board ready for
framing. More sizes available.
8x10 ....................... $40
11x14 ..................... $50
16x20 ..................... $75
Wrapped Canvas
Image is printed on canvas and wrapped on a stretcher frame (no framing
required, hangs directly on the wall). More sizes available.
0.75” Thin		
8x10 ......$90		
11x14 ....$100
16x20 ... $150
20x24.....$180

1.5” Thick
8x10.......$120
11x14.....$150
16x20.....$175
20x24.....$220

Note Cards
Design Fee (one-time fee per design) - $20
4x5.5 cards (set of 20) - $40
5x7 cards (set of 20) - $45
Custom print sizes and enlargements are available upon request.

Books
Art Matted Book
Custom printed images are dry mounted in acid-free, heavy weight fine art paper.
The book is covered in elegant bookbinding fabric with hingeless binding. Book
pages lay flat and are available in white only.

8x8 - $650 (additional pages $20)
8x10 - $800 (additional pages $20)
10x10 - $1,000 (additional pages $30)
10x12 - $1,200 (additional pages $30)
* Prices shown for 20 page book.
Classic Mounted Book
Custom printed images are flush-mounted and clear-coated in this modern archival book . This book features a flexible design for a unique presentation and is offered in many sizes. A custom presentation box is also available for an additional
fee.

8x8 - $750 (additional pages $25)
10x10 - $900 (additonal pages $35)
12x12 - $1,200 (additional pages $40)
* Prices shown for 20 page book.
Lite Mounted Book
Custom printed images are mounted together and bound in textured, linen covers for a thinner, lighter modern book. This is a great option for parents or creative
guest books. This book features a flexible design and is offered in 3 square sizes.
8x8 - $300 (additional pages $15)
10x10 - $450 (additonal pages $20)
12x12 - $600 (additional pages $35)
* Prices shown for 20 page book.

